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 1  Introduction  

 

The ease of starting a company and scaling it abroad was highlighted by the latest "Global 

Competitiveness Report" from the World Economic Forum, which stated that it was far easier to start 

a business in Lithuania than the UK.  Many British companies  (such as Barclays )are moving 

operations to Lithuania, which joined the euro zone on 1 January 2015. In addition to more 

manageable levels of bureaucracy, there is a steady influx of highly-educated talent, top quality 

infrastructure and favourable corporation tax.   

 

Thus Lithuania's startup community is still new as EU institutions had only started to introduce 

initiatives in order to counteract the impact of the 2008 financial crisis on the Baltic States. One such 

initiative was the JEREMIE programme for SMEs, which looked to foster an entrepreneurial culture 

and create a VC industry. The joint efforts of funds and the government has made the Baltic States an 

emerging VC playground, with a number of serial entrepreneurs and global success stories such as 

Skype, TransferWise, Yplan and Vinted.  

 

However, to truly boost Lithuania's startup sector, it needed to attract people into either starting 

companies in the country or using it as a sandbox of sorts – whereby companies could trial products 

and services during the funding stage.  Lithuania has been encouraging foreign startups to trial the 

Lithuanian market in the country and overcome the trials of scaling-up in the UK. At the same time, 

its healthy startups are looking for further foreign investment.  

 

Many Lithuanian startups still lacked real market understanding. That is the consequence rlated with 

the lack of trial and error approach. This type of Silicon Valley that failure is part of succeeding in 

business is the type of mentality that Lithuanian investors and startups alike could learn from. For all 

of the positive developments – and there are a lot of them – startups in the region still face some 

specific problems. The investment opportunities are getting better, but several people still alluded to 

an investment ‘blind spot’ between small seed rounds and Series A funding which has the potential 

to stifle early stage growth.  

http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2014-15.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2014-15.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2014-15.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2014-15.pdf
http://www3.weforum.org/docs/WEF_GlobalCompetitivenessReport_2014-15.pdf
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And despite the growing number of international success stories, marketing and selling great 

products internationally can be an occasional area of weakness for Lithuanian startups.  

 

Regarding PhD students/graduates situation, ecosystem for these target group has been started to 

build more less 5-7 years ago within incubators, valleys, parks. There is no statistics about this group 

entrepreneurship situation in Lithuania. Still basing on interviews/visits in Lithuanian companies we 

could confirm that it is very specific group that needs very unique way to be trained.   

  

2  Project Context/Introduction to the project  

 

There are 4 foreign companies/universities have been visited by Kaunas University of Technology. 

Also we have had  in Lithuanian 6 companies, carried on interviews with 1 career centre in Lithuania; 

2  business incubators in Latvia, 2 business angels/venture capital companies in Lithuania and 2 in 

Latvia. Thus in total 17 objects have participated in the research.  

  

3  National Initiatives/projects/news  

 

In current years there were many incentives related with entrepreneurship have been developed in 

Lithuania. Still none of them have been directly related with PhD students/graduates target group. 

Most of entrepreneurship programmes are based on contests, events, workshops, consultations, etc.   

 

The main organization which is promoting  Startup culture in Lithuania is “Startup Lithuania” which 

is continually  organising Startup Academy where various seminars and contests are taking part 

http://www.startuplithuania.lt/en/events/ Topics are from HR management to self promotion.   

 

Contests. Very attractive incentive is organized by VITP Establishment and facilitation of 

multidisciplinary teams of students working on innovative product or service ideas provided by local 

and international business - Demola Vilnius.   VITP is a part of Demola Network, operating as Demola 

Vilnius. Activities to set Demola center in Vilnius were initiated and carried out together with 

INFOBALT, association of ICT businesses and academia in Lithuania with 140 members. Currently 73 

http://www.startuplithuania.lt/en/events/
http://www.startuplithuania.lt/en/events/
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Demola Vilnius teams have completed their projects to date, 45 businesses provided product ideas to 

be developed by teams from academic environment. VITP have acquired knowledge and skills 

facilitating multidisciplinary teams of academic origin that work in close collaboration with business 

and have built linkages with universities and businesses.   

 

Contest is also organising by Public company  „Saulėtekio slėnis“ (Valley). It is funded by European 

green technologies business ideas contest „ClimateLaunchpad“. The aim- to encourage students, 

startups and entrepreneurs to present „green ideas“. Selected participants have possibility to go to 

European final contest. Participants are having consultations on marketing, finance, branding, 

intellectual property, business models. http://climatelaunchpad.org/   

 

TECHNORAMA contest/exhibition. MITA (Agency of Science and technologies) together with Kaunas 

university of technology is organising exhibition Technorama.  This is an exhibition - contest for 

young researchers where they could present their products and find investors. About 70 teams, with 

their innovative ideas from all Baltic region. TECHNORAMA” idea – broaden horizons of young 

scientist, start-ups, researchers that are working with technological or social  ideas, on purpose to 

practical implementation and realization of unique ideas. Expert evaluation of ideas (products) is 

carried out by universities society, business and media representatives. The most innovative ideas 

with the highest commercial potential are rewarded with special prizes. Main goals of this event is to 

promote scientific practice and the biggest Baltic region  universities students and researchers their 

competence and knowledge implement in business, to learn how to introduce themselves and also 

develop skills of critical thinking and entrepreneurship.  

http://ktu.edu/en/technorama  

 

Entrepreneurship of students are also developing through different projects financed by national 

funds.    

 

START project are developing students entrepreneurial competences in science, study and business 

centres (valleys) . Mentors and consultants have worked with students in preparing business plans. 

http://climatelaunchpad.org/
http://climatelaunchpad.org/
http://ktu.edu/en/technorama
http://ktu.edu/en/technorama
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Lectures and consultations in fields of creative thinking, new idea development, etc. 

http://www.pradejau.lt/   

 

INOVEKS. 10 universities and valleys (coordinator MITA (Agency of Science and technologies) is 

developing the project “Promotion of innovative business”. Target group- students,  

PhD students, scientists, employees of science and technology parks. www.inoveks.lt  

 

Project “Business Assistant”” seeks to develop   entrepreneurship using competences of technology 

parks and valleys.  The project aims to - provide support for innovation advisory services and thus 

improve the business environment for small and medium businesses and individuals intending to 

start a business. The project is designed to strengthen the partners' activities in areas of 

entrepreneurship levels, integrating innovation support services, improving the existing knowledge 

and technology diffusion environment that encourages start-ups and running the business 

community, greater use of innovation support services.  

http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai   

 

Project Working4Talent is about to share the experience and good practices in the field of work with 

"talents" – university students, researchers and young professionals. Mainly it is the identification of 

the talents resources and ways to attract them, their development and mobility and monitoring the 

job offer vs. demand to create a regional policy for work with this people. Getting and keeping such 

talents will be the key activity to provide future quality functioning of the project partners. 

Working4Talent deals with the employment policy issues related to the local and regional innovation 

systems. This is evident in developed regions, where innovation demand (innovative companies, 

public and private research centres) has boosted the number of innovation related jobs. In less 

developed regions, innovation demand is lower, and innovation related jobs are not so abundant, 

driving many talented young people to emigration. Project is trying to identify the employment 

policies responding to such new realities, policies that help matching talent supply and demand, 

policies providing the right incentives for talent creation and attraction, and to make talent mobility 

an instrument for talent growth. http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/  

http://www.pradejau.lt/
http://www.pradejau.lt/
http://www.inoveks.lt/
http://www.inoveks.lt/
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/
http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/
http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/
http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/
http://www.w4t.eu/studies-reports/
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Ready for Equity! 2. The aim of RfE!2 project is to use developed curricula and methodology guidelines 

to train intermediaries and beneficiary angels and entrepreneurs in the operation of the emerging 

informal capital markets, particularly that characterized by business angel activity. The ultimate 

objective of the project is to support an increasing number of innovative startups to access equity 

funding, and therefore increase the number of jobs created and economic wealth in European regions. 

RfE!2 concerns the transfer of knowledge in the sector of capacity building and education from 

mature risk capital markets to early stage business angel networks. RfE!2 is built on the success of its 

predecessor project to strengthen the tools developed, by testing their flexibility and their 

adaptability to different types of intermediaries and markets. 

http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/en/projects  

 

The project INOKAUNAS and to develop and promote the city of Kaunas community creativity and 

entrepreneurship in a virtual environment created virtual simulation  

entrepreneurship promotes economic game that is for those who want to create a virtual business 

environment or business people who want to try a new product entering the market success. It also 

conducts entrepreneurship using artificial intelligence (technological singularity) solutions 

accomplishments.http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-

inokaunas/verslumoskatinimas/   

 

Project "Intelligent Business Lab InoLaboratorija” and invited to participate in the Lithuanian 

universities, research institutes, colleges, science and technology parks, associations, public 

institutions and budgetary scientists and researchers, and the second and third level students to 

participate in intellectual business realizing competence-building training, knowledge use, 

knowledge transfer and transformation of knowledge into product "entrepreneurial model. Topics of 

trainings: Intelligent business philosophy and strategy; Knowledge and knowledge management;  

Knowledge management organizations;  Human resources management knowledge in the 

organization;  intellectual capital / property management;  Innovation Management and Business 

Model Innovation;  Creative activities organization;  Innovative products / services marketing;  

Technology transfer; the Innovation Partnership; Innovation funding.  

http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/en/projects
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/en/projects
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
http://www.technopolis.lt/lt/inovacijos/apie-projekta-inokaunas/verslumo-skatinimas/
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http://mtp.asu.lt/index.php?id=2669&acti   

 

Technology and innovative business education project.  Science, Innovation and Technology Agency 

together with Lithuania acting in science and technology parks - including Sunrise Valley - 2012 - 

2015 m. is implementing the project "Technology and innovative business education. Project 

activities are designed to promote business and scientific cooperation, technology transfer, education 

and commercialization of research results, intellectual property protection, in order to reduce the 

risk of innovative start-up and influence the creation of innovative companies, new products / 

services onto the market. It also seeks to activate the Lithuanian participation in international 

research and development (R & D) and innovation activities programs. Project activities contribute 

to increased R & D and innovation activities in the development of existing enterprises. 

http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai   

 

D-Unni. Sunrise Valley together with its partners have developed and implemented training for foster 

technology transfer and entrepreneurship skills education institutions, scientists, researchers and 

other technology transfer practitioners, including innovation support organizations employees. 

Training has been held through foreign research institutions - the University of Bremen (Germany) - 

experience in technology transfer and commercialization in order to adapt the knowledge and adopt 

best practices. Trainings on topics: Technology transfer management;   Intellectual property 

development and management;   New product development methods. http://www.fimtp.lt/tp-uni/   

 

FFEMALE project. Kaunas Regional Innovation Centre is implementing the project for women 

entrepreneurship by providing mentoring and training support in Europe. Project goal - to provide 

assistance and support for start-up women entrepreneurs by improving their professional and social 

skills and competencies. http://www.femaleproject.eu/   

 

Technostartas.  Since 2014 KTU Regional Science Park together with partners implementing EU 

structural funds projects for new technological enterprise incubation. The project aims to promote 

new innovative SME development by reducing the initial operating costs of company startup phase 

and to contribute to a new, high value-added products, technologies and services successful on the 

http://mtp.asu.lt/index.php?id=2669&acti
http://mtp.asu.lt/index.php?id=2669&acti
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.sunrisevalley.lt/projektai
http://www.fimtp.lt/tp-uni/
http://www.fimtp.lt/tp-uni/
http://www.fimtp.lt/tp-uni/
http://www.fimtp.lt/tp-uni/
http://www.femaleproject.eu/
http://www.femaleproject.eu/
http://www.femaleproject.eu/
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market. Project objectives: promoting the commercialization of research results; new technology 

based products on the international market; Business management improvement with new 

technological enterprises; innovation and R & D development. 

http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apieparka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-

inkubavimas-technostartas  

 

RELESE – RE-integration into Labour market through Entrepreneurship. RELESE project has being 

developed under Leonardo da Vinci Transfer of Innovation program. The goal of the RELESE project 

has been to contribute to the re-integration of socially vulnerable group of unemployed people into 

the labour market by enhancing their entrepreneurship skills and competencies. The project focused 

on the needs of those who dropped out of labour market and would like to return to it by starting 

their own business but do not have necessary skills and knowhow. It is the fear of unemployment and 

changes brought about in today's labour market that inspire them to look for new paths to find a new 

work place or, rather, to create their own.  

http://www.relese.eu/  

  

 There are several organizations that are promoting entrepreneurship in Lithuania.  

INVEGA. Purpose of the Entrepreneurship Promotion Measure is to create conditions for micro and 

small enterprises and natural persons to start their own business and for social enterprises to 

develop their business using the financial engineering instrument promoting thereby the 

entrepreneurship and self-employment and creation of new jobs. The implementation of this 

Measure (loan granting and (or) subsidies) will be combined with training and consulting as well as 

assistance in preparing and implementing business plans for business start-ups. In implementing the 

Measure “Promoting Entrepreneurship” under the Operational Programme for Human Resources 

Development (hereinafter the Measure) the Entrepreneurship Promotion Fund is being established 

appointing the manager of the Fund who will select by way of public procurement the manager(s) 

(financial institution) of the financial engineering instrument for granting loans and (or) subsidies to 

micro and small enterprises, natural persons, business start-ups and social enterprises developing 

business, combining with training and consulting of business start-ups. On  

 

http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.ktc.lt/lt/apie-parka/projektai/19-projektai/298-naujų-techniloginių-įmonių-inkubavimas-technostartas
http://www.relese.eu/
http://www.relese.eu/
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30 December 2009 the Ministry of Social Security and Labour (MSSL), Ministry of Finance (MF) and  

UAB “Investicijų ir verslo garantijos” (INVEGA) signed the trilateral Agreement on the  

 

Establishment of the Entrepreneurship Promotion Fund. INVEGA was appointed the manager of this 

Fund. Training and consulting activities will be implemented in several phases:  

1. Assessment of the entrepreneurial skills of the individual. Individuals without entrepreneurial 

knowledge and experience will benefit fro general training (e.g., on the setting up of enterprises, 

preparation of the business plan, financial accounting, etc.).  

2. Consultations on the preparation of business plans.  

3. Consultations for borrowers and business start-ups.   

 

Training and consulting activities are optional. If it is established that an individual has 

entrepreneurial knowledge and experience, such individual having prepared a business plan 

independently may directly apply for a loan. 

http://www.invega.lt/en/services/softloans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund  

 

Versli Lietuva. The aim of Versli Lietuva is to support the establishment and development of 

competitive businesses in Lithuania and to foster the country’s exports by facilitating cooperation 

with our partners’ networks and providing quality training, consultancy, market analysis, and 

business-partner search services. http://www.enterpriselithuania.com/en/  

  

Also there are a number of Startup Spaces in Lithuania. For example Startup Nitro is a business 

support programme for startups. A company may apply for a voucher, which contains 30 hours of of 

professional business consulting and free co-working space for 3 months. Experts from an 

international consulting firm Civitta will provide guidance on issues such as incorporation, finance 

and accounting, legal matters, marketing, sales and expansion.  

https://www.facebook.com/StartupNitroLT   

 

http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.invega.lt/en/services/soft-loans/entrepreneurship-promotion-fund
http://www.enterpriselithuania.com/en/
http://www.enterpriselithuania.com/en/
http://www.enterpriselithuania.com/en/
https://www.facebook.com/StartupNitroLT
https://www.facebook.com/StartupNitroLT
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Hub Vilnius. Hub Vilnius is a co-working space, which offers a new kind of workplaces for freelancers 

and startups. It is a private, non-profit entrepreneurship centre orientated towards fastgrowth 

technology businesses. http://hubvilnius.lt/   

 

More on ecosystem of startups http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-tokeep-

your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/   

 

Kaunas University of Technology School of Economics and business is proposing Technology 

Entrepreneurship module. The specialised Technology Entrepreneurship module applying Silicon 

Valley teaching methodologies, practically demonstrating the transformation of research and ideas 

into real-world businesses. Target group- technology field (most from STEM) students. The module 

is the results of relations of KTU with  Stanford University and University of  California Berkeley 

university (USA) as well with Aalto university (Finland).  Students from different fields are making 

teams and developing the idea. Content of the module consist of reasons and conceptions of 

entrepreneurship, intellectual property issues, business capital financing sources and possibilities, 

methods of appositive thinking,  business models in modern ecosystems, management of innovation, 

Lean methodology, entrepreneurial marketing, leadership, team management, etc. 

https://vips.liedm.lt/kanalas/35990  

 

 

4 Local Visits: strengths and weaknesses, best practices, existing  gaps  

  

Visoriai Information Technologies Park is presenting Demola Network. Their programme lasts 3 

months face to face,aprox. 5-10 hours per week, two times a year (autumn and spring semester). 

Program has a strict timeline. They provide support related with team selection, formation, 

facilitation. They do not work with individual entrepreneurs. Program is focused on teams work and 

lectures are VITP employees.   

 

About 30-50 students are taking part in the programme. Program in focused on Bachelor and Master 

students who are still studying. Students are selected according the tests, checking their motivation 

http://hubvilnius.lt/
http://hubvilnius.lt/
http://hubvilnius.lt/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
http://thenextweb.com/eu/2011/10/12/why-you-need-to-keep-your-eye-on-lithuanias-fast-growing-startup-scene/
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to participate and deliver results. Not Lithuanians are fully encouraged, because program working 

language is English.   

 

For example, after the last contest, DEMOLA Alumni have established 4 companies. Students work on 

companies’ real world challenges (NOT technical specifications) and all the IPR is owned by students. 

They need to acquire ability to identify the need in the market; ability to communicate the approach 

addressing the identified need; ability to organize the team and manage the work.   

 

STEM PhD students/graduates do have a need to communicate their ideas in “business language”. 

They are excluding creative thinking and user experience as very important parts of trainings. Also 

Public speaking; Internal communication; Communication and cooperation are urgent.  

 

Then creating the programme for PhD students more focus should be put on niche incentives 

encouraging the teamwork between multidisciplinary teams.  

 

According them, PhD students are fair to fail; Lack of attempts to materialize business idea. Mistakes 

of young entrepreneurs are related with different founders dream; genius syndrome; personalized 

sensitivity to criticism. Program users should be filtered focusing on people who have abilities to be 

entrepreneurs in the future.  

 

KTU Science and Technology Park. They are proposing ad hoc, on need trainings. 750 indvidual 

consultations have been made 335 enterprises in fields of innovation development, technology 

transfer and project management, about 3000 hours per 2014. In context of projects (Inolaboratory, 

Start, UniGeb, Technostart, and Innovative business) contests for business ideas are held 2-4 times a 

year and individual consultations. For companies in the park 90 % of consultations are for free/ Mix 

of speakers are delivering trainings. About 20-30 learners are participated in trainings. PhD student’s 

no. is increasing in past years.   
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The good entrepreneur has to have entrepreneurial mind-set, keen on innovations. In projects results 

of those who have started their business: i.e. Technostart: 365 ideas form which 45 enterprises; 

Innolab-from 216 ideas- 18 companies, Inoveks from 100 ideas- 3 companies.  

 

They are excluding need to inspire the Internal motivation (coaching), team building, 

interdisciplinary teams, negotiations, finance management, cross-cultural marketing as parts of the 

programme. Also prototyping, experiential training are very important.  

 

If they have no limits they would start cyclic trainings; hire high level lectures, allot finances for not 

soft trainings, i.e. prototyping.  

 

Sunrise Valley. is proposing programme twice a year, F2F, but consultations are virtually. It takes 

one week and it is a subject at Vilnius university Business School, thus 120 hours, 3 hours per week, 

the whole semester-3 months. Speakers are mostly entrepreneurs. Number of learners are 20-30. 

From 450 students- only 10-15 PhD students.  

 

Before the idea presenting they have to fill questionnaire, the benchmarking used, experts are 

evaluating. About 10 % is starting their business.  

 

According them, the entrepreneur would have such characteristics as curiosity, openness, 

motivation, risky, creativeness. Gaps related with PhD students’ entrepreneurship are lack of 

motivation, belief in their scientific idea that can be applied.  

 

If they would have no limits, they would attract successful businessmen; create accelerators, 

internationality, interdisciplinary team. Also negotiations, pitching, team building; market analysis 

would be very important for the good programme. They are proposing to use interdisciplinary 

teams, international teams.  

 

They are mentioning mentality, culture, biurocracy, pragmatism, self-confidence (not logic) as 

obstacles of entrepreneurship in Lithuania.  
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Technopolis (technology park) is proposing F2F and virtually programme that last about 4 days, 4 

hours per day. 80 % of speakers are entrepreneurs. They are organising integrating groups 

(technology and business students), still in their case social sciences students are more active. 

Before the programme they have to fill survey in order to understand what they want to be trained, 

where is a lack.  

 

They are proposing  interdisciplinary teams, more creativity methods (for example design thinking), 

still in case of PhD students it would be a bit complocated to work in interdisciplinary groups as 

separate scientists has their own idea.   

 

Kaunas Chamber of Commerce, Industry and Crafts. They are proposing ad hoc trainings. In case 

of projects they are usually proposing 1 week -8 hours or 3 days 8 hours, for young people- not 

more than 4 hours per day.  

 

According them the good entrepreneur has to have empathy, sixth feeling, entrepreneurship, 

charisma qualities. They would propose pitching, market research, communication include into 

programme.  

 

Startup Space KTU. They are providing ad hoc trainings. Every autumn they are organising events 

where ideas are welcome and trainings take place. It takes 1 week and deliver by mix of speakers. 

Ideas are selected by experts. Mostly master students are participating, only 5 % of PhD students. 

30 %  of ideas grows to businesses.  

 

The main characteristics of entrepreneur are: he/she don't want  to work for others, proactive, 

risky. For the programme they would propose to include networking, customer behavior, creative 

problem solving, pitching, lean, finances.  

  

Also interviews with KTU Career centre (Lithuania),  RTU  Students Business Incubator (Latvia), 

Latvia Green Technology Incubator (Latvia) ahve been carried on. Two business angels funds in 

Lithuania and two in Latvia have been interview as well:  Practica Capital (Lithuania), Business 
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Angels Fund I (Lithuania), ZGI Capital (Latvia) and Imprimatur Capital Fund Management ( Latvia) 

(see results in annex I).  

      

5 EU visits: strengths and weaknesses, best practices, existing gaps  

  

Kozminski University (Poland) which is having EQUIS accreditation is working on entrepreneurial 

education context. They offer Entrepreneurship specialization with Management (BSc) programme. 

This is face to face program (3 years (180 credits). It is delivered mostly by academics but most of 

them are also having business or has been managers of companies.  

 

Programme (specialization of Entrepreneurship) consists of 5 courses: New Venture Creation, E- 

Business, Family Business Development, Entrepreneurial Marketing, International  

Entrepreneurship. It differs from other programmes because they are porposing workshops for small 

groups, mentors, who evaluate their progress, case studies. Students are not  taught, but encouraged 

to see possibility "in the room" (in the existing environment). n case of PhD students they would 

propose to pay more attention to the attitude, mindset, teamwork activities. Also Startup Poland has 

been visited at the same time in Poland. Still they are not deliviting any programme, but trying to 

promote entrepreneurial culture through various events inspiring students, starting companies. etc.  

 

In case of Liubliana University Incubator there are proposing F2F programme combing it to 

programme online. It takes time one week twice a year plus individual consultations. Mix of speakers 

is delivering the programme and it costs 190 euro. Workshops last 5-6 hours per day and include 6-

7 participants.   

 

Before the programme they have to fill questionnaire on their idea and external experts are making 

recommendations on selection. In recent years they have included social media/digital 

marketing/SEO guidelines. According the, their programme is differ from others because of SME 

marketing best practise cases, learning from best in the sector.  
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They said that PhD students need to act independently, focus on product, not consumer, lack of 

marketing skills. Minority of those who are participating are PhD students, i.e. about 10-20 %.   

 

According them, the three best qualities of entrepreneur is persistent, open minded, creative. The 

have excluded couching, working in teams, creative methods, marketing researches as very important 

parts of training programme. If they could improve the programme with no limits they would invite 

more entrepreneurs who will influence their decision  to start business,. Also they would propose to 

organise the workshops only 2-3 days a week. Any motivation/coaching should be used in order to 

motyvate them to believe in their idea, inspiring them.  

 

Dortmund University has the F2F programme one week, 2-3 times per year and on need (ad hoc), 5 

hours per day. Startups can run company in pre incubator for free a half. The programme is delivered 

by academics, mentors, entrepreneurs. Groups are 15-25 students and PhD students are quite active. 

Before the programme, they have to fill the application and experts from outside are evaluating the 

application. University has innovation lab where they are creating groups from technology and 

business.   

 

According them the good entrepreneur is creative, want to work for themselves, communicative, with 

strong motivation and vision, don’t afraid of risk. Parts that are important for training programme 

are marketing, business plan, patents, intellect. property. It would be great to have a balance; not very 

theoretical or not very practical.  

 

According them if there would be no limits so they would ask for more funding, more visits to 

successful companies, more mentors. The main obstacles to start business is need time to start, family 

opinion, country entrepreneurship level, don’t believe in the idea (needs inspiration).  
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6  Suggestions on modules to be included in the SCIENT package  

  

PhD students/graduates are lack of real life business experience; have over rated selfassessment, 

poor understanding of competition, they understand the technicalities of the technology, but are 

unable to 1) explain it in simple words; 2) commercialize the technology in the business environment; 

3) do the market research; do the financial calculations and manage the company cash flow 

effectively. They are not inspired by good examples, getting low salaries but not searching for 

possibilities outside the university. They need couching, motivation and good examples in order to 

believe in their scientific results transfer into products.  

 

They are proposing not longer than 5-10 hours per week, mix of speakers (best example is 

entrepreneur who also lecturing at university or consulting), 4-5 days, mentoring after workshops, 

guest lectures from companies for inspiration. Visits to companies should depend on PhD researchers 

field, but not very much needed.  

 

They are proposing that content of the programme should include creative thinking (design thinking, 

out of the box, etc.), psychology, neurolinguistics programming, coaching, prototyping, 

communication, intel. property, entrepreneurial marketing (creative, nontraditional, low budget, 

viral, internet/social media/crowdfunding/crowdsourcing), working in teams, customer behavior 

(also cross-cultural issues while entering new market), creative problem solving, public 

speaking/pitching, lean methods, finance (in brief),  user experience, self-development, delegating.  

 

All techniques that could be included in the training package could be helpful, but there should be 

international mentors/experts/successful entrepreneurs to do the workshops/education to share 

successful experience of other highly innovative countries well known for their successful startups 

(USA, Israel, etc.).   

 

It could be face to face (internet should be only a tool or a platform for communication/advises, for 

example for mentors) and should be somehow accredited.  
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One thought from one business angel: all of it is fine (that are we are planning for our programme) as 

long as entrepreneur is not ignorant and wants to learn; BUT: he has to learn himself. No seminar in 

the world will teach business.  

  

7  Perceptions of visiting organizations about the potential of our SCIENT package  

 

All visiting organizations are keen on the new entrepreneurship programme as there are no such 

programme (cyclical) in Lithuania related with PhD students/graduates target groups at all.  

  

8  Conclusions  

  

 There are 4 foreign companies/universities have been visited by Kaunas University of Technology. 

Also we have had  in Lithuanian 6 companies, carried on interviews with 1 career centre in Lithuania; 

2  business incubators in Latvia, 2 business angels/venture capital companies in Lithuania and 2 in 

Latvia. Thus in total 17 objects have participated in the research.  

 

Baisng on results of visits/interviews, we can exclude that there is a lack of such a programme for 

PhD students in Lithuania. Also it has to be taken into account that this groups is very hard to train as 

they have already are very qualified and fiull of knowledge. Thus it si very important to select those 

students/graduates who have the vision, are motivated and bit of risky.  They should be inspired by 

good examples, be couched and mentored by those who are charismatic individualities.  They need 

couching, motivation and good examples in order to believe in their scientific results transfer into 

products.  

 

Regarding the programme content, different suugestions have been made. It should include creative 

thinking (design thinking, out of the box, etc.), psychology, neurolinguistics programming, coaching, 

prototyping, communication, intel. property, entrepreneurial marketing (creative, nontraditional, 

low budget, viral, internet/social media/crowdfunding/crowdsourcing), working in teams, customer 

behavior (also cross-cultural issues while entering new market), creative problem solving, public 
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speaking/pitching, lean methods, finance (in brief),  user experience, selfdevelopment, delegating. 

Also it has to be in balance: not very practical and not very theoretical.  

 

All techniques that could be included in the training package could be helpful, but there should be 

international mentors/experts/successful entrepreneurs to do the workshops/education to share 

successful experience of other highly innovative countries well known for their successful startups.   

 

Visits to companies have also be with the aim as if they will not get inspiration, they will not continue 

what they have started. It wold be more purposeful to attact interesting scientist/entrepreneur in 

their field of interests for presentation in class.  

 

It could be face to face (internet should be only a tool or a platform for communication/advises, for 

example for mentors) and should be somehow accredited.  
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Annex I: Results from organization visits (local and EU)  and results from doctoral centre and career services visits is attached as  

a separate file in Trello  

Scient_organization_visits_results_template_KTU.xls in Trello  

Visits abroad  
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Visit abroad (not financed by Scient)  
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National visits/interviews  
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KTU Career Center  
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Annex II: Results from business angel and venture capitalist visits. Results is attached in Trello in file Scient_VC business  

angel_visit_results_template_KTU_LT.xls in Trello  

  

[excel spreadsheet]  
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